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In Bri�sh Gas Trading Ltd v Lock, L was employed as an energy trader with normal working hours and his remunera�on did not

vary with the amount of work done. Commission earnt on sales was an important part of his remunera�on package,

represen�ng around 60% of his basic pay. When L took holiday, he was en�tled to basic pay and con�nued to receive

commission based on his earlier sales. However, his commission payments were lower during the months that followed because

he had been unable to generate sales while on holiday.

L brought a tribunal claim, arguing that holiday pay should reflect normal remunera�on and that his pay should, therefore, be

enhanced to reflect the commission that he would otherwise have earnt during annual leave. Faced with an apparent conflict

between domes�c and EU law, the tribunal made a reference to the European Court of Jus�ce (ECJ). The ECJ held that

commission payments must be taken into account when calcula�ng holiday pay under Ar�cle 7 of the Working Time Direc�ve

(WTD). The case then returned to the tribunal, where the ques�on was, whether the Working Time Regula�ons (WTR) could be

interpreted so as to give effect to EU law. The tribunal held that there was no obstacle to interpre�ng the WTR so as to include

commission payments in the calcula�on of holiday pay. The Court of Appeal upheld the decision of the EAT.

The fact that Bri�sh Gas had around 1,000 poten�al claims from its workers wai�ngin the wings and that the Court of Appeal

indicated that it had “wavered” in reaching its decision meant that it was widely expected that there would be a further appeal

to the Supreme Court. Accordingly, most employers made no changes to their holiday payments while the appeal was pending.

The Supreme Court, however, refused Bri�sh Gas’ applica�on for permission to appeal. The decision of the Court of Appeal

therefore stands and sums in respect of results-based commission must be included in the calcula�on of holiday pay for the first

four weeks of holiday. There is no obliga�on to include such payments in the extra 1.6 weeks’ UK holiday not derived from the

WTD. These payments will need to be included only where they represent “normal pay” – that is they are linked to the worker’s

contractual du�es and are paid on a regular basis.
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Lock will now return to the Employment Tribunal to decide on compensa�on and, hopefully, the Tribunal will offer some general

guidance on the reference period to be used. Un�l then, what should employers do? In Lock, the par�es agreed that a 12-week

reference period should be used. When the case was before the European Court, the Advocate General suggested that a 12-

month reference period might be appropriate. However, the ECJ did not offer any guidance on this issue. Another ques�on is,

when will a payment be considered sufficiently regular to warrant inclusion in holiday pay? The Court of Appeal heard

arguments about whether a decision to include commission in holiday pay might have unintended consequences. For example, a

decision to include commission in holiday pay is not intended to apply to staff who receive an annual discre�onary bonus based

on team or organisa�onal performance. The par�es agreed that the outcome of the Court of Appeal decision should apply only

to workers who have normal working hours, whose pay does not vary according to the amount of work done, but who receive

individual results-based commission as part of their normal remunera�on. Further, as a result of the EAT decision in Bear

Scotland v Fulton, statutory holiday pay should also be calculated to include non-guaranteed (contractual) over�me. The

situa�on in rela�on to voluntary over�me has not yet been considered at appeal level, although in non-binding cases the

employment tribunal has decided that it should be included in the calcula�on.

Affected employers may choose to wait and see if the tribunal in Lock gives guidance on the reference period, and whether

there is a binding decision on voluntary over�me. Even where an employer takes this approach it should make provision to cover

the cost of adjustments in future. Alterna�vely, an employer could decide to proceed with making adjustments, notwithstanding

the uncertain�es. In these circumstances, the employer will need to decide what the appropriate reference period is in the

context of their business and reward structure; and what payments are sufficiently regular to amount to “normal pay”.
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